
KRETSCHMAR

215929 - Bologna*All Beef Deli S/O
Kretschmar Premium Deli Beef Bologna brings legendary taste to lunches, snacks and dinners. Our premium deli sliced bologna is made from the finest cuts of beef for the high-quality taste you
expect. Deli sliced to your specifications, our beef bologna comes ready to stack onto your favorite sandwich bread for a wholesome, flavorful meal. Our superior craftsmanship ensures that you are
getting only the highest quality deli lunch meat for your family, a difference you will experience with every bite. Enjoy its elevated taste on thick-sliced bread with white cheddar cheese, mustard and
mayonnaise for a classic deli bologna sandwich, or fry it in a skillet with sweet white onions for a southern-inflected treat. Not just for lunch and dinner, our premium deli sliced beef bologna can also
elevate your breakfast. Place a slice into a muffin tin and bake with eggs and cheese for a delicious, protein-packed start to your day. Our bologna comes sliced at the deli and ready to go into any
recipe for convenient meals. Store our deli sandwich meat in the refrigerator to maintain ideal freshness.
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2oz (56g)
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15g 23%

6g 30%

0.5g

35mg 12%

590mg 26%

2g 1%

0g 0%

2g

Includes 2g Added Sugar 4%

6g

0.02mcg 0%

13.32mg 1%

0.5mg 3%

105mg 2%

Fully cooked, ready to eat sausage saves time on meal prep
One package of deli-sliced Kretschmar Premium Deli Beef Bologna
Made with the finest cuts of beef, our high-quality bologna offers the legendary taste you've come to expect
Our beef bologna is packed with rich flavor to elevate every meal
Deli sliced and ready to eat, our superior craftsmanship ensures that you are getting a premium lunch meat experience
Enjoy sliced deli lunch meat on bread with white cheddar cheese, mustard and mayonnaise for an upgraded take on a classic sandwich
Our deli sliced lunch meat can be lined in a muffin tin with eggs and cheese for a delicious, protein-packed breakfast

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

KRETSCHMAR SMITHFIELD/FARMLAND Sausage

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

3907301907 215929 90039073019070 4/4.5#

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

18.8lb 18lb USA No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

18.87in 9.37in 5.25in 0.54ft3 10x10 120DAYS 33°F / 39°F

Store per package instructions.

Serve per package instructions.

Ready to eat.
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- By Serving
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